a], we assume that activation and deactivation are pH-dependent, but follow an identical function (b = 5.2). Consequently, the steady state becomes independent on the pH level. The pH-dependent profiles differ slightly in Figure [ b] . This results in adaptive behaviour of the sensory protein W (bA = 5.15 and bB = 5.25) Finally, we investigate the effect that (de)activation is facilitated optimally either at acidogenesis or solventogenesis (bA = 4.45 and bB = 5.95). Then, the pH-dependent sensory protein exhibits a switch-like behaviour which could trigger a physiological phase transition. Because we assumed that the enzyme concentrations follow the pH-dependent sensory protein, a purely transcriptionally regulated metabolic pathway provides the same switch-like behaviour. Because both enzyme activities are pH-dependent but identical, the steady states of the products are pH-independent. The corresponding activities, as a function of the pH, are shown in the insets. Differing pH-dependent profiles of the specific activity result in a pH-dependent product spectrum. Eventually, a changing pH shifts the product spectrum from metabolite A to metabolite B and vice versa. 
